Comments from student nominators include:

“Professor Kalb is one of the most incredible teachers I have ever had in all my years of formal education. While his courses are lecture-based, they are some of the most interactive courses I have taken. Professor Kalb learns all of his students’ names in the first week of any given course, and he will ask us provocative questions that push our understanding to higher levels. No student will leave his class without having expressed her opinion, having it respectfully considered, and then challenged to develop that opinion. He is endlessly patient and always willing to help us improve. His office door is always open.”

“Professor Kalb cares about his students as people, acting as a mentor and a friend to any student who walks through his door.”

“No matter how much knowledge you bring to one of Professor Kalb’s classes, he pushes you to learn more and to think differently, and is incredibly invested in students’ individual growth.”